
A 
Kaleidoscope 
of Connecting

Maybe if you just touch 
fingers. - Jojo

How about if you round it 
up like a ball. - Rex

Do you know things that are connected?

Put yarn around it - Tayler

A stapler - Avery

Mazes - Ethan

The wind connects to a bag cause it has air in and it floats 
up, up, up. -Rex 

A Magnet - Makaiola

Bridges - Kai

The ground, it connects all the way to 
my house. - Kai

The ocean sticks to the waves. -Avery

When I was a baby I used to stick 
to my mommy. -Tayler

It’s a connecting line just like 
the string! - Kohl

How do things connect beyond glue and tape?
A screw driver. -Luke

I connect my hands to somebody 
else’s hands. - Tiare

How could you connect in a more fantastical way?

I need the words for the 
piano. - Christopher

I saw a pueo in the Ueno 
zoo, Japan. Remembering it 
is our school mascot. 
-Mila

People are connected. 
People live together.  
-Dempsey

Maybe stems connect to flowers. - Kailee

Understanding the dynamic between individual and group learning is “tricky,” 
especially here in the United States where the focus is so heavily placed on “my child.” 
In our community, it is our aim that our documentation—emails, galleries and blogs — 
makes visible the interactivity of this dynamic between individual and group. Behind 
the scenes they are in constant engagement with one another—asking questions, 
problem solving, exchanging ideas, and it is in this collaboration as a whole that our 
project work takes shape. 

Over the past few weeks, we have been listening very closely to this growing 
community of children and in that close listening several questions have emerged
—“How are things connected?” And “What does it mean to be connected?” From the 
teachers’ perspective we are asking ourselves, “What are the conceptual layers of 
connectedness as the children move through their understanding of connection from 
the tangible/concrete to a more complex theoretical understanding of connecting that 
is abstract and intangible?” From connecting lines, a first step in making connections 
visible, to paths of connecting through language, culture, place, story, time, and 
technology — we wonder to what extent the children will experience these many levels 
of “connectedness.” 

The documentation below offers a kaleidoscopic view of the children’s inquiry,  making 
visible their thinking and learning not in static order, but rather as pieces that are still 
changing, still moving as they come together creating beautiful patterns of 
connectedness.


